In this note, we announce a criterion for smoothness of a Schubert variety in the ag variety G=B. Let G be a semi simple, simply connected algebraic group, which we assume for simplicity to be de ned over an algebraically closed eld k of characteristic 0. ( The following discussion is valid in any characteristic, in fact even over Z). Let T be a maximal torus in G, and W the Weyl group. Let R be the system of roots of G relative to T. Let B be a Borel subgroup of G, where B T. Let S (resp.R + ) be the set of simple (resp. positive) roots of R relative to B. For 2 R, let s be the re ection. For 2 R + , let E ; F denote the elements of the Chevalley basis for g(= LieG), corresponding to . For w 2 W, let e w be the point in G=B, and X(w) (= BwB (mod B)), the Schubert variety, associated to w. Let T(w; e id ) be the the tangent space to X(w) at e id . Let 
w 2 W, let e w be the point in G=B, and X(w) (= BwB (mod B)), the Schubert variety, associated to w. Let T(w; e id ) be the the tangent space to X(w) at e id . Let (1) N w = f 2 R + j F 2 T(w; e id )g: Now, T(w; e id ) being a T-submodule of the T-module P 2R ? g (here, R ? denotes the set of negative roots in R, and g denotes the root space kF ), we have (2) T(w; e id ) = the span of fF ; 2 N w g:
For a dominant weight , let V ( ) be the irreducible G-module (over C) with highest weight . Let us x a highest weight vector u in V ( ). For w 2 W, let u w = w u, and V w = U + (g)u w (here, U + (g) is the subalgebra of U(g), the universal enveloping algebra of g, generated by fE ; 2 Sg). For a weight in V ( ), let m( ) (resp: m w ( )) denote the multiplicity of in V ( ) ( resp. V w ). Let us x a dominant, regular weight . Let V ( ); u; u w ; V w be as above. We have (cf. P]) (3) T(w; e id ) = the span of fF ; 2 R + j F u 2 V w g:
From (2) and (3), we obtain In particular, using (7), we obtain a formula for m( ); 2 X, the weight lattice, namely I ; = f 2 I j ( ) = ? g
We have (cf. (9)) (14) m( ? ) = #I ;
By Bruhat order compatibility of B( ), we have (cf. (12)) (15) F u 2 V w () Q 2 V w ; 8 2 I ;
Now (14) and (15) 
